The origin of modern human and their migration across the world is one of the most 2 debated topics for the decades. There exist two different hypotheses, recent African 3 origin and multi-regional evolution, based on the genomic studies, haplogroups, archae-4 ological records, cultural behaviors, palaeontology studies, etc. Various studies placed 5 the modern humans in a phylogenetic tree to depict the relationships among them.
Introduction 23
The origin of the anatomically modern humans (AMH) and their migration into the world is being 
We denote GFPs of Case-1, Case-2, and Case-3, as GFP-RY (Φ RY ), GFP-SW (Φ SW ), and GFP-MK 120 (Φ M K ), respectively.
121
Definition 2 Drift of GFP. Let S be a DNA sequence and s i be the alphabet (s i ∈ {A, T, G, C}) 122 at the i th position of S. Let φ i (S) denote the corresponding (x i ,y i ) the coordinate of s i in Φ(S).
123
Then for length L, drift at the i th position is defined as,
Considering the drifts for every i th location of the whole sequence, the sequence of drifts is respectively.
133
We also call the elements of ∆ (L) as points, as they can be plotted on a 2-D coordinate system. 134 We call this plot as the scatter plot of the drift sequence. Similarly, we get a scatter plot of a GFP.
135
It has been observed that in many cases the scatter plots of ∆ have similar structure for closely 136 spaced species mentioned in literature. It can also be observed that differences between two GFPs 137 get reflected in their respective drifts.
138
We represent spatial distribution of these points of ∆ by an elliptical model using a five dimen-139 sional feature descriptor: (µ x , µ y , Λ, λ, θ), where (µ x , µ y ) is the center of the coordinates, Λ and λ 140 6 are major and minor eigen values of the covariance matrix, and θ is the angle formed by the eigen 141 vector corresponding to Λ with respect to the x-axis. We make F number of non overlapping equal 142 length fragments from ∆ and represent each fragment using the five dimensional feature descriptor. For two sequences P and Q with the feature descriptors of i th fragments (
where i ≤ F, we use the following distance function between them,
It can be shown that the above distance function is a metric. In this study, we consider three sets of structural groups of nucleotides (purine, pyrimidine), (amino, 148 keto), and (weak H-bond, strong H-bond) separately for representing DNA by a sequence of points in 149 a 2D integral coordinate space. We derive the GFP using these three encodings. We consider them 150 as GF P RY , GF P SW , and GF P M K , respectively. The drift sequence of a GFP is the coordinate 151 difference between those pair of points which are spanned by L number of points in between. Our 152 proposed method, GRAFree, depends on two parameters such as the size of the window (L) and 153 number of fragments of the sequence of drifts (F). Each fragment is represented by a 5D vector as 154 mentioned above and concatenation of F vectors provide a feature vector of dimension 5F.
155
Now, what is the optimal value of L and F which we should consider for the input dataset.
156
For this, we compute the Shannon entropy (Shannon, 2001) of the drift sequence of each GFP for
Estimation of time of origin of clades
We applied UPGMA technique to get the edge lengths of the derived trees. Most of the studies pro- We develop a new approach, GRAFree, to derive the phylogenetic relationships among a large 226 number of mitochondrial genome of AMH of different regions of this world. We also include six 227 outgroup species (such as other than human) in our study. The proposed approach is quite different 228 from mitochondrial haplogroup based approaches. This method is effective in capturing broad 229 distinct clades. This is evident from successful separation of the outgroup species from human in 230 our study. However, this method identifies close relationship between chimpanzee and gorilla than 231 human. It is also observed that the proposed distance function is more robust than the Euclidean 232 distance function for the selected feature vector.
233
It is a well accepted hypothesis that the ancient human originated in Africa. The southern 234 and eastern Africa is long been considered as the region where the human first originated (Behar 
African population
• There is a common ancestor of the African population from western and central parts.
• The origin of this ancestor is estimated to be much earlier than the fossils identified till date.
Very high Very high
• Supports the presence of "African Neanderthals".
• Origin of human was in the west and central parts of Africa.
Out of Africa migration
• Out-of-Africa migration occurred almost 550 kya. Very high Very high
• Humans were widespread than that of reported till date.
World populations
• Very mixed representation of humans from different community.
Low
Very high
• A very high admixture within different community of the world.
Small communities
• Asian populations are closely related to the African population.
• The eastern and the northeastern Africans are closely placed with both the Asian and the European populations.
• The Pacific islanders (Oceania), such as Micronesia, Melanesia, and Polynesia are closely related.
Low
